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Case Study

Cyber Secure SCADA RTU Platform  
for Clarksville Light & Water

As part of a plan to realize as much as $2M in savings through improved 
control, monitoring, operational efficiency, and security of its electric grid 

and water treatment facilities, the City of Clarksville, Arkansas selected and 
implemented the Bedrock® OSA control system from Bedrock Automation.

The Bedrock OSA system will pro-

vide a single, cyber secure platform 

for SCADA RTU monitoring and 

control of its electric, water and 

wastewater utilities. Bedrock 

certified solution provider Brown 

Engineers, of Little Rock, Arkansas, 

completed the installation in the 

second quarter of 2016 and the 

system is now in full-operation.

Brown Engineers paired the  

Bedrock® OSA control platform 

with Inductive Automation’s  

Ignition™ software platform to 

deliver an integrated, secure, open 

systems solution that enables 

Clarksville Light & Water (CLW) 

to proactively manage critical 

infrastructure assets both onsite 

and remotely.

A Small Town  
with a Big Vision 
CLW is a municipally-owned 

utility that has been serving the 

Clarksville, Arkansas community 

at not-for-profit rates since 1913. 

With annual revenues of approxi-

mately $25 million, it provides retail 

electric, water, and wastewater 

SUMMARY
Customer requirement:  
A single, cyber secure platform 
for SCADA RTU monitoring and 
control of electric, water and 
wastewater utilities.

Bedrock Automation solution: 
Bedrock® OSA control system.

Result:  
Improved monitoring and 
control of remote facilities and 
cyber-regulatory compliance.
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services to the community as 

well as wholesale water to eight 

other cities and water districts in 

the region. Supporting reliable, 

predictable, and consistent utility 

service levels not only helps CLW 

realize monetary savings, but also 

helps this very forward-thinking 

small town differentiate itself. The 

utility plays a major role attracting 

new investment from the business 

community, driving job creation. 

In fact, CLW recently enhanced its 

municipal infrastructure with 16.7 

miles of 288 strand fiber cable in 

redundant loops throughout the 

city. This is part of a long term vision 

for locally owned and operated 

fiber optic networking capability. 

CLW General Manager, John  

Lester, recognized the opportunity to 

leverage that investment into long 

overdue monitoring and control of 

the city’s four electrical substations, 

water treatment, water distribu-

tion operations, and eventually 

its wastewater utility systems.

“We had an immediate need to 

implement water utility SCADA and 

HMIs in the short term, and had 

decided to use wireless radios. 

However, it soon became apparent 

that a wireless solution could not 

deliver the reliability and security 

that our critical infrastructure 

demanded. A fiber network com-

munication system was the most 

reliable, cost effective, and secure 

network we could put in place. It 

also offered the potential to layer in 

other revenue generation services, 

both internally and externally. The 

fiber optic network gave us a way 

to tap that new functionality for 

our remote operations and when 

we learned that choosing Bedrock 

as our RTU system would mean 

military-grade cyber security was 

already built in, we saw a very cost 

effective way to reduce cyber risk 

while also addressing looming 

NERC CIP compliance requirements,” 

said Lester.

Dee Brown, PE of Brown Engineers 

explains it this way, “A lot of utility 

managers are trying to understand 

what in the world are they supposed 

to do about cyber threats. 

The Bedrock OSA system – which 

embeds authentication right in the 

hardware layer – offers the most 

hardened and easily implemented 

solution we’ve seen.”

With the new system in place, 

CLW now controls functionality 

via remote access for RTU sites 

as well as 24/7 automated and 

on- demand remote monitoring of 

key assets. That kind of connectivity 

enables the utility to optimize asset 

maintenance actions through cus-

tom email and text alerts based 

on real-time data. The system  

is already generating results 

according to Lester.

John Lester 
CLW General 
Manager

“This project has reduced over-
time: a direct savings. Problems 
can be identified, sometimes 
even solved without having to 
physically be at the plant or in the 
field. That translates into cost 
savings, improved reliability, and 
higher customer satisfaction.”

Roy Young, water plant treatment 

superintendent for Clarksville Light 

& Water (CLW), cited a recent ex-

ample of just that: “I was away from 

the office when two low-level tank 

alerts popped up on my tablet. That 

saved at least an hour responding 

to a water line break, helping us 

prevent low- pressure areas or a 

dry-tank event, which would have 

triggered a boil order for the public.”

The Bedrock OSA can be deployed 

as a PLC, DCS, or SCADA RTU – a 

key capability that allowed CLW 

to simplify and standardize a 

cyber secure control environment 

across all of its departments. 

Extending the Bedrock SCADA 

deployment to the grid offered a 

simple and effective way to add 

secure control and monitoring of 

remote assets. At each of CLW’s 
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substations, a Bedrock controller 

directs and protects data transfers 

along the new citywide fiber ring. 

Its revolutionary design allows all 

five Bedrock controllers to connect 

directly to the fiber optic cable 

without need for additional copper 

connectors. With this foundation  

in place, CLW now plans to utilize  

automated circuit switching, as well 

as monitoring and load balancing 

on the local grid. This also presents 

an opportunity to realize demand- 

side management for the electric 

utility. CLW expects to realize 

improved overall reliability, shorter 

response times,and reduced power 

supply costs to the utility and 

their customers.

Brown explained, “We wanted each 

substation RTU to have enough 

horsepower to aggregate all power 

meter data and protective relay 

data for sequence of event record-

ing. We also considered future 

development needs of power 

management techniques that 

allow for demand management 

and load shedding controls. The 

Bedrock controllers provide all 

those features in an easy-to- 

manage integrated development 

environment (IDE) as well as 

built-in cybersecurity protections 

embedded at the hardware level.”

Protective relays are used to mon-

itor electrical parameters in order 

to detect abnormal conditions that 

could result in damage to assets. 

At CLW, the existing protective  

relays were capable of commu-

nicating via a serial port, but this 

connection was not being utilized. 

Brown Engineers developed an 

application that extended the 

communication libraries provided by 

the Bedrock IDE to allow communi-

cation with the existing protective 

relays. A model of the protective 

relays was created in the Bedrock 

IDE, and a corresponding model was 

created in Ignition. Both protective 

relay models were then connected 

by configuring a few communi-

cation parameters and then the 

data from the protective relays 

was made available to Ignition 

where it is displayed, stored, and 

used to create alert notifications.

The same methodology was used 

to integrate power metering equip-

ment. Common Design elements 

for both protective relays and 

power meters were incorporated, 

while only non-common design 

elements were developed.

Why Bedrock® OSA 

Bedrock’s revolutionary, clean 

sheet design approach has 

brought the ICS market into the 

21st century by introducing the 

most technologically advanced 

hardware, firmware, and develop- 

ment environment yet available 

from any vendor. In a break from 

all previous designs, each Bedrock 

controller uses an electromagnetic 

backplane instead of a tradition-

al pin-based backplane, which 

eliminates pin corrosion and 

breakage, while improving long 

term reliability. The electromag-

netic backplane also contributes 

to the systems high security 

by preventing the possibility of 

using counterfeit I/O modules. 

The pinless backplane provides a 

parallel, full duplex, synchronous 

interface between all I/O modules 

and the controller. This enables a 

fixed, deterministic update rate for 

all I/O independent of the number 

of I/O used. A galvanic isolation 

barrier between field wiring and 

the controller provides a high  

degree of electrical protection 

and reliability in electrically noisy 

environments - ensuring accurate 

measurement in the presence of 

high voltages like those found in 

power substations.
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Brown Engineers collaborated 

with both Inductive and Bedrock 

to create templates and tools that 

streamline and simplify engineer-

ing across all operations. Since 

the Bedrock IDE supports a more 

modern and open implementation 

approach, Brown was able to easily 

instantiate reusable development 

components into a logical asset 

model. The assembled components 

interact directly with the physical 

asset, and can be reused in more 

complicated development com-

ponents, something not possible 

with less sophisticated control 

technologies. With its few part 

numbers and open philosophy, the 

Bedrock engineering environment 

was a perfect complement.

Dee Brown explains it this way, 

“When you consider that this 

platform scales easily from a 

single RTU or PLC to support-

ing a complex control network, 

has more memory and horse-

power than anything out there, 

and that all applications can 

be engineered from the same 

12 or so part numbers – well, 

there simply isn’t a conventional 

platform that can come close in 

simplicity or scal- ability, not to 

mention security. The flexibility 

and power of this solution will 

pay dividends into the future.”

In the near term, CLW intends 

to introduce localized back-up 

power generation during peak 

times by extending the Bedrock 

platform into key nodes — such 

as backup generators installed at 

hospitals or other major facilities. 

It’s all a part of their intelligent 

grid vision for better managing 

power demand costs and reducing 

energy loss.

About Bedrock Automation
Bedrock Automation, established in San Jose, California and now based in the Boston, Massachusetts area, 
has developed the world’s most powerful and cyber secure automation platforms. Bedrock has assembled 
the latest technologies and talents from the automation, measurement, cyber security, and semiconductor 
industries to build unprecedented solutions for ICS, power, and flow, based on three prime directives: simplicity, 
scalability, and security. The result is its award-winning Open Secure Automation (OSA®) platforms, which 
provide deeply embedded ICS cyber security and the highest levels of performance and reliability, at the 
lowest lifecycle costs.

Build on Bedrock®

Just some of the recent Bedrock Automation product awards


